September 13th, 2021
Ten Fish Health Election Questions
Social Media Post: As a registered Canadian charity dedicated to fish health, water quality, and the
future of sustainable recreational fishing, Blue Fish Canada has consulted with over 100 of its Angler
Experts and science advisors from across Canada to draft the below ten fish health questions for
Canadian voters to ask their local federal election candidates. With so many election issues that touch
on recreational fishing and the fish we love, it’s more important than ever to ensure local candidates are
aware of these issues and are able to provide meaningful answers. Please feel free to share the Ten Fish
Health Election Questions and responses from your federal candidates with others using the hash tag
#FishHealth2021. Link below to the Ten Fish Health Election Questions:

Ten Fish Health Election Questions / Blue Fish Canada

1. Responsible fishery management is vital to ensuring wild fish species are sustainable and
thriving for generations to come. How will your government ensure all fisheries (commercial,
moderate livelihood, “food social and ceremonial”, and recreational) are: managed using
science-based precautionary principles; enhanced using marked hatchery fish when necessary;
and protected by reducing illegal, unregulated, and unreported fishing?

2. Recreational fishing is a key contributor to the social and economic sustainability of many
communities and regions across Canada and is a positive influence on the mental welfare of
anglers. At the same time, angling organizations across Canada have dedicated significant
human and financial stewardship resources to conserve the fish upon which they depend. How
will your party recognize this interdependence, and what supports will be made available to
ensure the fish and the communities who depend on them are sustained for generations to
come?

3. Water quality remains a crucial issue with respect to both fish health and the safe consumption
of fish by people and other life forms. How will your party ensure that both emerging and
mutual chemicals of concern are identified, acknowledged, and addressed in a timely manner,
with the goal of eliminating the need to issue fish consumption advisories? What steps will be
taken to update water quality regulations and strengthen their enforcement?

4. Defending and rebuilding wild fish stocks under Canada’s modernized Fisheries Act means
developing and implementing official recovery plans for endangered wild fish populations. How

will your party address the shortfall of recovery plans called for since the law came into effect
two years ago?

5. Canada has committed to protect 30% of its oceans, land, and freshwater by the year 2030.
What steps will your party take to ensure recreational fishing communities are included in the
iteration, selection and implementation of these protected areas, and will you commit to using
science-based precautionary principles when considering the application of protective measures
specific to all forms of fishing?

6. In the name of reconciliation and self governance, Canada is moving forward on establishing
“indigenous protected and conserved areas”. What steps will your party take to ensure the
interests of recreational fishing communities are included in negotiating the transfer of
responsibility for these crown lands back to First Nations?

7. Commercial, moderate livelihood, “food social and ceremonial”, and recreational fishing often
share a common interest in the same fish. How will your party ensure recreational fishing
communities are included in negotiating equitable access to these fish?

8. Changes to earth’s climate are impacting fish health through warming water temperatures,
alterations to seasons, more extreme weather, and the shifting north of fish and other aquatic
and marine life. Given that Canadians produce more greenhouse gas emissions per person than
any other G20 economy, how does your party propose to improve the resilience of Canada’s
wild fish species while mitigating climate change?

9. Under the Fisheries Act, the federal government must consider cumulative impacts to fish
habitat such as Orphan dams, obsolete flood control structures, and the loss of coastal and
shoreline wetlands. Given that federal, provincial, territorial, and now many First Nations share
responsibility for fish habitat protection and restoration, how will your party ensure the local
knowledge of recreational anglers is reflected in decisions taken to protect and restore fish
habitat?

10. Open-pen aquatic farms are recognised globally as contributing to the spread of harmful viruses
and parasites to wild fish. What is your plan and timeline to move open-pen aquaculture
operations on to land, and what steps will be taken to ensure the industry sources feed that is
sustainable, and respects the welfare of farmed fish?

